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how tecan helps the
mass flow industry
pushing boundaries to enable next generation world-leading products

Tecan has partnered with industry leaders in the thermal mass flow
meters and controllers segments for more than 35 years. Specialising in
co-development of key components which push boundaries to deliver
next generation, world leading products. Components supplied are
used in critical areas of flow instrumentation, and solutions include
products utilised in food & beverage, laboratory, machinery, industrial
and hazardous applications.
Thermal mass flow meters measure the mass flow of
gases, employing a combination of heated elements
and temperature sensors, with thermodynamic
principles used to derive actual flow. In the thermal
mass flow meter, there is a critical component called
Laminar Flow Element. It is used to create a shunt.
In the case of a thermal mass flow meter based on
a bypass principle, the mass flow is measured in a
bypass of the main flow channel. Due to the specific
dimensions of the LFE the same linear pressure/ flow
characteristics as the capillary sensor
tube can be created.
The award-winning thermal mass flow meter which
we have developed with our customers incorporates
a high precision laminar flow element solution with
an integrated turbulence filter for mounting inside a
fluid flow channel. This element is constructed with
piled-up plates with inflow and outflow openings which
incorporate grooves
and channels.
For accurate and repeatable gas mass flow
measurement and control, precision is of essential
importance here: The flow resistance of the laminar
flow element is dependent on the plates assembled.
The plates need to meet exact specifications so that
when they are placed onto each other the grooves are
dimensioned to form optimal channels, through which
the flow is laminar.
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Tecan works closely with our customers to fully
understand the requirement from the beginning
and throughout the development process. Checks
are conducted to measure gas flow levels through
LFE components and “flow units” measure the flow
throughout manufacture so chemical etch rates are
controlled. Etched flow parts feature the following
advantages over those made using alternative metal
fabrication solutions:
Our team of experienced engineers work typically
under terms of non-disclosure with technical specifiers
and researchers to develop parts measured in
the micro scale. Using a range of fully scalable
manufacturing technologies, Tecan can rapidly
produce prototype micro-parts, whilst also offering
a costeffective solution to production volume
requirements.
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Burr-free, stress-free, ultra-smooth surface;
Superior cleanliness;
Endurance;
Ultra-precision;
Performance you can count on;
Scratch/pit free parts – preventing extra flow;
Precise, reliable flow rates.
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